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Abstract Purpose: To compare
the diagnostic performance of lung
ultrasound and bedside chest radiog-
raphy (CXR) for the detection of
various pathologic abnormalities in
unselected critically ill patients, using
thoracic computed tomography (CT)
as a gold standard. Methods: Forty-
two mechanically ventilated patients
scheduled for CT were prospectively
studied with a modified lung ultra-
sound protocol. Four pathologic
entities were evaluated: consolida-
tion, interstitial syndrome,
pneumothorax, and pleural effusion.
Each hemithorax was evaluated for
the presence or absence of each
abnormality. Results: Eighty-four
hemithoraces were evaluated by the
three imaging techniques. The sensi-
tivity, specificity, and diagnostic
accuracy of CXR were 38, 89, and
49% for consolidation, 46, 80, and
58% for interstitial syndrome, 0, 99,
and 89% for pneumothorax, and 65,
81, and 69% for pleural effusion,

respectively. The corresponding val-
ues for lung ultrasound were 100, 78,
and 95% for consolidation, 94, 93,
and 94% for interstitial syndrome, 75,
93, and 92% for pneumothorax, and
100, 100, and 100% for pleural effu-
sion, respectively. The relatively low
sensitivity of lung ultrasound for
pneumothorax could be due to small
number of cases (n = 8) and/or sub-
optimal methodology.
Conclusions: In our unselected
general ICU population lung ultra-
sound has a considerably better
diagnostic performance than CXR for
the diagnosis of common pathologic
conditions and may be used as an
alternative to thoracic CT.
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Introduction

Traditionally lung imaging in critically ill patients is
performed either by bedside chest radiography (CXR) or
thoracic computed tomography (CT) [1]. Both techniques
have limitations which constrain their usefulness.
Although thoracic CT is the gold standard for lung
imaging, it is expensive and cannot be performed on a
routine basis. In addition the transportation of critically ill

patients to the radiology department combined with the
radiation exposure carries a measurable risk. On the other
hand, limitations of bedside CXR have been well
described and lead to poor-quality X-ray films with low
sensitivity [2–4]. Indeed it has been shown that even
under carefully controlled exposure conditions more than
30% of the X-ray films are considered suboptimal [2, 5].
Finally, there is poor correlation between CXR findings
and those of CT [6]. Nevertheless, despite these
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limitations bedside CXR remains the daily reference for
lung imaging.

Nowadays bedside lung ultrasound is increasingly
used in patients managed in intensive care units (ICUs)
[7–9]. It has been shown in patients with acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) that compared to bedside
CXR, lung ultrasound has a higher diagnostic accuracy
for pleural effusion, consolidation, and interstitial syn-
drome [10]. We wanted to assess the value of lung
ultrasound performed by independent investigators in a
general population of critically ill patients with a variety
of diseases. For this purpose we compared the diagnostic
performance of lung ultrasound and bedside chest CXR
for the detection of several pathologic abnormalities in
unselected critically ill patients, using thoracic CT as a
gold standard.

Methods (see also electronic supplementary
material, ESM)

The study was conducted in a medical–surgical ICU. The
study was approved by the hospital ethics committee and
informed consent was obtained from each patient or next
of kin.

Forty-two mechanically ventilated patients were pro-
spectively studied. Patients were enrolled in the study
when a thoracic CT scan with iodine contrast material
was ordered by the primary physician not involved in the
study. No other selection criteria were applied. Prior to
CT scan a bedside CXR was obtained and lung ultrasound
was performed. Ventilator settings were kept unchanged
throughout the study. Four pathologic entities were
evaluated by each imaging method: (1) consolidation, (2)
interstitial syndrome, (3) pneumothorax, and (4) pleural
effusion. For data analysis each hemithorax was divided
into six regions (see below), three in upper fields (ante-
rior, posterior, lateral) and three in lower fields (anterior,
posterior, lateral).

Chest radiography

Anterior CXR was performed using portable X-ray
equipment (Siemens polymobile, Erlangen, Germany).
The evaluation of CXR was performed by an expert
radiologist, unaware of the lung ultrasound and CT find-
ings. Consolidation, interstitial syndrome, pneumothorax,
and pleural effusion were defined using the terminology
of the Nomenclature Committee of the Fleischner Society
[11]. The anatomic landmarks used for the location of
regions were lung apex, mid-axillary line, hilar line,
external limit of the rib cage, mediastinal border, and
diaphragm, as previously described [10].

Multiple detector computed tomography (MDCT)

MDCT was performed with a Siemens Somatom Sensa-
tion (16 slices, Erlangen, Germany). Scans were obtained
in the supine position from the apex of the thorax to the
lung bases. Assessment included thin MDCT high reso-
lution computed tomography (MDCT-HRCT) and spiral
MDCT scans. MDCT-HRCT scans were used to reveal
diffuse lung parenchymal involvement as ground glass
opacities, septal or non-septal lines, and fibrotic changes
(architectural distortion). MDCT scans were evaluated for
mediastinal and pleural pathology and lung lesions (ate-
lectasis, alveolar consolidation, and parenchymal bands)
as described by the Nomenclature Committee of the
Fleischner Society [11]. To facilitate comparison between
methods, interstitial syndrome was defined as the pres-
ence of ground glass opacities, septal or non-septal lines,
or fibrotic changes. Similarly consolidation was defined as
the presence of atelectasis, alveolar consolidation, or
parenchymal bands. Lung regions were located using the
same anatomical landmarks as with X-ray. Two individ-
ual radiologists, unaware of the lung ultrasound and CXR
findings, studied the MDCT-HRCT and MDCT images
together and decisions were reached by consensus.

Lung ultrasound

Visualization of the lungs was performed using a micro-
convex 5–9 MHz transducer appropriate for transthoracic
examination (HITACHI EUB 8500). Access to stan-
dardized images (seashore sign, stratosphere sign) was
possible. Ultrasonography was evaluated by a single
operator (N.X.), who was unaware of the CT and CXR
findings. Lungs were divided into 12 regions as previ-
ously described [10]. The anterior surface of each lung
was defined by clavicle, parasternal, anterior axillary line,
and diaphragm and was divided into two areas, upper and
lower. The lateral surface was defined by the anterior and
posterior axillary lines and divided into an upper and
lower area. Finally, the posterior lung surface was defined
by the posterior axillary and the paravertebral lines and
divided into an upper and lower area. The apex was
scanned from the supraclavicular space. Patients were
studied in the supine position. The lateral position was
used for posterior lung surface examination. This, how-
ever, represents a major limitation of regional analysis
(see below). The normal lung generates lung sliding and
A-lines (repetition lines parallel to the pleural line) [8, 9].
Consolidation [isoechoic tissue-like structure (i.e., liver),
caused by loss of lung aeration] and interstitial syndrome
(multiple B-lines in a specific lung area) were defined as
previously described [12–14]. Power Doppler was used to
differentiate tissue-like structures (e.g., echoic pleural
effusion) from consolidation [15]. The shred sign, specific
for consolidation, was not used [8]. Pneumothorax was
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diagnosed when the A-line sign (only A-lines visible) was
associated with the stratosphere sign (complete abolition
of lung sliding). Local lung sliding or B-lines exclude the
diagnosis [16, 17]. The lung point sign, specific for
pneumothorax, was additionally used [18]. Pleural effu-
sion was determined as a hypoechoic or echoic structure,
containing isoechoic particles or septations in inflamma-
tory pleural diseases. In addition to power Doppler [7–9],
the quad and sinusoid signs, which indicate pleural effu-
sion regardless of its echogenicity, were used [7–9].

Data analysis

Each lung region was evaluated and characterized as
positive or negative for each abnormality. A hemithorax
was characterized as positive for an abnormality if it
presented at least one positive region, and negative if all
regions were negative. The results of CXR and lung
ultrasound were compared with the corresponding CT
scan results. Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative
predictive values, and diagnostic accuracy were calcu-
lated using standard formulas.

Results (see also ESM for additional results, figures
and videos)

Patient characteristics and admission diagnosis are shown
in Table 1. The indications for thoracic CT scanning
included diagnosis of pulmonary embolism (8 patients),
ARDS assessment (13 patients), multiple trauma (12
patients), lung cancer (3 patients), evaluation after major
thoracic surgery (2 patients), diagnosis of lung fibrosis (2
patients), diagnosis of lung abscess (1 patient), and
mediastinitis (1 patient). Three trauma patients had nor-
mal lungs. In these patients a CT scan was performed to
exclude aortic dissection. These three patients were
included in the final statistical analysis.

A total of 504 lung regions (12 in each patient) and 84
hemithoraces (2 in each patient) were evaluated by the
three imaging techniques. Because changing the position

of the patient from supine to lateral during a lung ultrasound
examination may alter the results (a major limitation of the
followed protocol) only the detailed hemithorax analysis is
presented (see ESM for detailed region analysis). Sensitivity,
specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and
diagnostic accuracy of lung ultrasound and CXR for each
pathologic entity and for each hemithorax are shown in
Table 2. Overall lung ultrasound performed better than
bedside CXR, exhibiting considerably higher sensitivity,
positive and negative predictive values, and diagnostic
accuracy for all pathologies examined. CXR had a slightly
higher specificity than lung ultrasound for consolidation and
pneumothorax.

Lung ultrasound had four false positive results for
consolidation. In all of them the consolidation was con-
sidered to be small in size and located in one region.

Lung ultrasound had two false positive and three false
negative results for interstitial syndrome, all in patients with
chest trauma. The two false positive results were associated
with consolidation in CT. Two of the three false negative
results occurred in patients with pneumothorax.

There were eight cases of pneumothorax and lung
ultrasound identified six of them, whereas five tests were
false positive. The two pneumothoraces missed by lung
ultrasound were small, located in the apex, and did not
require any intervention. In all cases of false positive
results the pneumothoraces were considered to be small in
size. Analysis of these five false positive cases revealed
that three occurred in patients with subcutaneous
emphysema due to chest trauma (in one patient a chest
tube was previously inserted), and two in patients with
severe COPD and overinflation (i.e., presence of intrinsic
positive end-expiratory pressure).

Region analysis (see ESM for detailed analysis)
showed that the lung ultrasound false positive results were
mainly observed in regions located adjunct to regions
positive for the same pathology identified by both lung
ultrasound and CT scan. Lung ultrasound false negative
results for pleural effusion were exclusively observed in
the upper posterior field, indicating that this regional
discrepancy was due to posture. In the majority of cases
where lung ultrasound had false negative results for
interstitial syndrome, this pathology was identified in
adjunct regions. In 23 out of 504 regions CT identified
both consolidation and interstitial syndrome, whereas
lung ultrasound identified only one pathology.

Discussion

The main finding of this study is that in a mixed surgical–
medical ICU population of mechanically ventilated criti-
cally ill patients, lung ultrasound identifies the most
common pathologic abnormalities of the respiratory sys-
tem encountered in these patients with high diagnostic

Table 1 Patients characteristics

Age (years) 57.1 ± 21.5
Sex (male/female) 34:8
APACHE II 16.5 ± 6.5
Admission diagnosis
Sepsis/MODS 18
Trauma 11
Acute exacerbation of COPD 7
Cardiogenic pulmonary edema 2
Postoperative acute respiratory failure 4

MODS multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, COPD chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease
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accuracy. It is important to note that patients were enrolled in
the study when a thoracic CT scan was ordered by the pri-
mary physician and no other selection criteria were applied.
Therefore, the lung ultrasound performance was tested in
unselected critically ill patients with a variety of conditions
that might interfere with the imaging technique (i.e., obesity,
chest trauma, tissue edema).

We evaluated four common abnormalities (pneumo-
thorax, pleural effusions, consolidation, and interstitial
syndrome) that have important implications in patient
management and decision making. In order to accurately
characterize the diagnostic performance of the three
imaging methods 12 lung regions were analyzed in each
patient. Nevertheless, in the decision-making process the
presence of a certain pathology in a hemithorax is more
important than its exact localization. In addition posture
may affect the location of the findings making the clinical
significance of analysis of relatively small lung regions
questionable. For this reason we compared findings of all
imaging modalities in each hemithorax. We believe that
this analysis is clinically more relevant than the analysis
of each separate region and at the same time minimizes
the effects of posture (i.e., gravity) and the problem of
overlapping between adjunct regions on the diagnostic
performance of the various imaging techniques.

Interstitial syndrome

This disorder is of prime importance for diagnosing acute
respiratory failure [8], acute circulatory failure [14], and

control of hemodialysis [19] among others. In our study
lung ultrasound had a sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy
of 94%, comparable to those reported in patients with
ARDS or respiratory failure [8]. In two cases lung ultra-
sound identified interstitial syndrome, whereas CT did not
recognize such an abnormality (false positive cases). The
difference in time between the two imaging techniques
might be the cause of these two false positive cases.
Thoracic CT was performed after lung ultrasound, within
a time frame that for logistic reasons was between 1 and
4 h. Studies have shown that this interval is sufficient to
modify the appearance of interstitial syndrome on CT,
because this pathology is very sensitive to treatment [19,
20]. Lung ultrasound had three false negative results. In
two cases (polytrauma patients) a concomitant pneumo-
thorax was present which interfered with the ability of
lung ultrasound to evaluate the affected lung regions.
Nevertheless, lung ultrasound was much more sensitive
and specific than bedside CXR in identifying interstitial
syndrome.

Consolidation

The sensitivity of lung ultrasound for the detection of
consolidation in critically ill patients has been reported to
be in the region of 90% [8, 13, 19, 20]. In our study lung
ultrasound had a sensitivity of 100% and a diagnostic
accuracy of 95% in identifying this abnormality. Similar
to its diagnostic performance in interstitial syndrome,
CXR had a much lower sensitivity (38%) and diagnostic

Table 2 Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and diagnostic accuracy of CXR and lung ultrasound (LU)
compared to CT scan for each abnormality and for each hemithorax

Pathology LU/CXR CT ? CT - Sensitivity (%)a Specificity (%)b PPV (%)c NPV (%)d DA (%)e

Consolidation LU ? 66 4 100 78 94 100 95
LU - 0 14
CXR ? 25 2 38 89 93 28 49
CXR - 41 16

Pneumothorax LU ? 6 5 75 93 55 97 92
LU - 2 71
CXR ? 0 1 0 99 0 90 89
CXR - 8 75

Pleural effusion LU ? 63 0 100 100 100 100 100
LU - 0 21
CXR ? 41 4 65 81 91 44 69
CXR - 22 17

Interstitial syndrome LU ? 51 2 94 93 96 90 94
LU - 3 28
CXR ? 25 6 46 80 81 45 58
CXR - 29 24

Each hemithorax was characterized as positive (?) or negative (-)
for the abnormality by the presence or absence of a single positive
region, respectively
TP true positive, TN true negative, FP false positive, FN false
negative
a Sensitivity = [TP/(TP ? FN)] 9 100

b Specificity = [TN/(TN ? FP)] 9 100
c Positive predictive value (PPV) = [TP/(TP ? FP)] 9 100
d Negative predictive value (NPV) = [TN/(TN ? FN)] 9 100
e Diagnostic accuracy (DA) = [(TP ? TN)/(TP ? TN ? FP ?
FN)] 9 100
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accuracy (49%). The lung ultrasound had four false
positive cases, resulting in a specificity of 78%, lower
than that reported in the literature [13]. In all cases the
consolidation was considered to be small in size and
located in one region. It is likely that the time interval
between lung ultrasound and CT (up to 4 h in some cases)
as well as the mobilization and transportation of the
patient to the radiology department contributes to this
discrepancy (i.e., small consolidations may be resolved,
particularly in mechanically ventilated patients). The non-
use of the shred sign, specific for consolidation, might
also contribute to low specificity [8].

In region analysis we observed that in most cases the
discrepancy between lung ultrasound and CT was attrib-
uted to overlapping of adjunct regions in lung ultrasound
examination. Specifically, in these cases when lung
ultrasound identified a consolidation in the lower lateral
region, both lung ultrasound and CT identified a consol-
idation in the lower posterior region. These underline the
importance of hemithorax analysis in order to evaluate the
diagnostic performance of lung ultrasound.

Pleural effusion

Lung ultrasound has long been used for identification of
pleural effusions having a sensitivity above 90% [21, 22].
In our study the sensitivity and specificity were 100% in
hemithorax analysis. Region analysis showed that all
regions with false positive results (n = 44, usually lower
lateral) were adjunct to regions (usually lower posterior)
where both tests identified a pleural effusion. CXR per-
formed very poorly (sensitivity 65%, diagnostic accuracy
69%) indicating that this technique is useless in diagnosis
and evaluation of pleural effusion.

Pneumothorax

The bedside diagnosis of pneumothorax is extremely
important in ICU patients. It is known that supine CXR is
not sensitive for diagnosis of pneumothorax [17, 23].
Indeed in our study bedside CXR did not identify any of
the eight pneumothoraces. Lung ultrasound has been
successfully used for identification of pneumothorax in a
variety of patients [8, 16, 23–26]. These studies report a
sensitivity of 81–100%. In our study lung ultrasound
identified six out of the eight pneumothoraces, having a
relatively low sensitivity (75%). However, both pneu-
mothoraces missed by lung ultrasound were small and
none required drainage, a finding similar to Brook et al.
[24] in the emergency department. The small number of
cases and/or suboptimal methodology could explain the
relatively low sensitivity. In our study five tests were false
positive, resulting in a specificity of 93%. In all these
false cases the pneumothoraces were considered to be

small in size and not contributing to the patients’ clinical
picture. These false positive cases occurred in three patients
with clinical subcutaneous emphysema due to chest trauma
(in spite of subcutaneous air, which was minimal, we were
able to analyze the pleural line) and in two patients with
severe COPD and overinflation. Because in our study lung
point was not mandatory for the diagnosis of pneumothorax
and not recognized in these cases we cannot exclude sub-
optimal methodology being responsible for the false positive
results. Finally operator bias due to the underlying diagnoses
of chest trauma and severe COPD (diagnoses associated with
increased risk of pneumothorax) might contribute to the
discrepancy. Nevertheless, because lung ultrasound did not
miss any clinically significant pneumothorax, our data
indicate that this technique is a reliable tool for bedside
diagnosis of this abnormality.

This study has some limitations. Firstly, a relatively
small number of patients (n = 42) were studied. How-
ever, the fact that the performance of lung ultrasound was
evaluated separately on each hemithorax, increased the
cases (from 42 to 84), partly overcoming this limitation.
Nevertheless, the small number of pneumothoraces
(n = 8) may partly influence the results concerning this
pathology. Secondly, the time interval between lung
ultrasound and CT could not be controlled, and was up to
4 h in some cases. This might contribute in an unknown
extent to the observed discrepancy between methods.
Thirdly, lung ultrasound accessibility was difficult in
some patients due to tissue edema (overload), polytrauma
(major surgery, pre-existing chest tube, subcutaneous
emphysema) and obesity. Nevertheless, the patients
studied represent the typical population of critically ill
patients. Fourthly, patients were positioned laterally for
ultrasound examination, and this might change the
localization of some abnormalities (i.e., pleural effu-
sions). The use of the microconvex probe facilitates
semiposterior analyses with minimal or no patient mobi-
lization. Lung ultrasound examination could benefit from
this advantage, simplifying the methodological approach
and avoiding region per region analysis which, as we
showed, imposes several problems. Fifthly, the only
selection criterion we used for study enrollment was the
decision of the primary physician to perform thoracic CT
scan with iodine contrast material. Thus, the population
studied was considered to be preselected as having some
kind of respiratory system pathology. Notwithstanding
that the number of patients with normal respiratory sys-
tem on CT was small (n = 3), there were no lung
ultrasound false positive findings in these patients.

Although in our study an ultrasonographic protocol
was followed that permitted the operator to approach the
lung in an organized fashion, our data of region analysis
indicate that the majority of the patients can be satisfac-
torily examined in the supine position (because imaging
of the latter lung regions provides an acceptable view of
posterior regions). However, the decision to not examine
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the dorsal regions should be individualized. Some patients
in whom paravertebral pathology or very small pleural
effusion is suspected, need the posterior approach, made
easy using a short microconvex probe.

In conclusion, in a general ICU population lung
ultrasound has a considerably better diagnostic

performance than bedside CXR for the diagnosis of most
common pathologies. Lung ultrasound has a diagnostic
accuracy of 92–100% in identifying pneumothorax, con-
solidation, interstitial syndrome, and pleural effusion, and
may therefore be considered as an alternative to CT for
these patients.
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